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2 Department of Astronomy, Shumen University, BG-9700 Shumendinko�astro.bas.bg; d.kyurkhieva�shu-bg.net; veselka.radeva�gmail.om(Submitted on 27.08.2012; Aepted on 05.10.2012)Abstrat. The paper presents a sample of newly deteted elipsing binaries from thepubli Kepler data. Orbits and fundamental parameters of 20 unknown elipsing binarieswere determined by modelling of their photometri data. Most of them are well-detahed,high-eentri binaries. We established that the target KID8552719 satis�ed all widespreadriteria for a planetary andidate. Fitting its light urve we obtained radius Rp=0.9 RNept,distane to the host star a=42.58 R⊙=0.198 AU and equilibrium temperature Tp=489 K.These values imply a Neptune-size objet out of the habitable zone of the host star.Key words: data analysis; elipsing binaries; star fundamental parameters; planetarysystems-stars: individual KID1995732, KID2307206, KID3102000, KID3428468,KID3851949, KID4247023, KID4659255, KID6182849, KID6233483, KID6312534,KID6525209, KID6933781, KID6947666, KID7021177, KID7132542, KID7620844,KID7866921, KID8044608, KID8491745, KID8552719IntrodutionThe Kepler Mission of NASA is spei�ally designed (Boruki et al. 2010;Koh et al. 2010; Batalha et al. 2010; Caldwell et al. 2010; Gilliland et al.2010) to survey a portion of our region of the Milky Way galaxy to disoverEarth-size planets in/near the habitable zone. The seond researh area ofthe Kepler mission is asteroseismology. Moreover some ertain objets areobserved by ordering of so alled "guest-observers".It was found that one-meter lass Shmidt telesope with FoV of 105square degrees would ful�ll the goal of the Kepler mission. This photometeris equipped by 95-megapixel foal plane omposed of 42 siene CCDs andfour �ne guidane sensor CCDs. The CCDs are read out every 6.54 s and thensummed into 29.4 min Long Cadene bins. In addition, up to 512 targets anbe observed in Short Cadene mode, at a 59-se sampling. The observed bandspans 423-893 nm, i.e. the Kepler magnitudes (Kp) are usually within 0.1 ofan R magnitude. The dynami range is from Kp=7 to Kp=17.Preliminary ounting stars brighter than V=14 from the USNO star ata-log, the Cygnus region has been hosen as the rihest area. The Kepler InputCatalog (KIC) of the stars of the observed �eld (ontaining 13.2 million tar-gets) was made preliminary. The photometer sees roughly half million targets.But beause it is telemetry-limited, not every pixel is read out and stored.Only around 190000 pre-seleted stars of interest are observed. The sele-tion riteria were determined aording to the primary goal of the mission(Batalha et al. 2010).Kepler mission was launhed in Marh 2009. The observations are orga-nized into three-month intervals alled quarters de�ned by the roll maneuversthe spaeraft exeutes about its boresight to keep the solar arrays pointedBulgarian Astronomial Journal 18(3), 2012



82 D. Dimitrov, D. Kyurkhieva, V. Radevatoward the Sun (Haas et al. 2010). The data pakages are proessed andanalysed by a Siene Pipeline.2321 planet andidates have already been deteted until June 2012, 61of them are on�rmed (Koh et al. 2010, Boruki et al. 2010, Dunham et al.2010, Latham et al. 2010, et.).Another very important ahievement of the Kepler mission is the disoveryof great numbers of variable stars whih light urves are with unpreedentedpreision. Many elipsing binaries were disovered and lassi�ed automatiallyon this rih data base.Prsa et al. (2011, Paper I) ataloged 1879 elipsing and ellipsoidal binarysystems identi�ed in the �rst Kepler data release (Boruki et al. 2010). Slaw-son et al. (2011, Paper II) provide an updated atalog augmented with theseond Kepler data release whih inreases the baseline nearly to 125 days.As a result 386 new systems have been added while 100 systems have beenremoved from the previous atalog. With these hanges, the total number ofidenti�ed elipsing binary systems in the Kepler �eld-of-view has inreasedto 2165, that is 1.4 % of the Kepler target stars.The detetion of the EBs presented in the foregoing atalogs is basedprimarily on the initial pipeline alibrated light urves. Prsa et al. (2011) usedautomated approah to identify plausible EBs, whih entails morphologiallassi�ation of eah light urve's power spetrum. Blomme (2011) proposedimprovement of the method for automate lassi�ation.Answering to the appeal to use the available resoures of the Keplerdatabase for additional researh we tried to searh for additional elipsingbinaries using the publi data from Kepler sets Q0, Q1 and Q2. This paperpresents the proedure and results from this work.1 Our searhing methodOur searhing for elipsing binaries began in 2011 on the basis of the publidata of quarters Q0-Q2 of the Kepler mission. Initially we used the data fromthe web-based NASA Exoplanet Arhive http://exoplanetarhive.ipa.alteh.edu/ appliations/ETSS/Kepler/ index.html. Further we used also the aessto these data via ftp://130.167.252.39/pub/kepler/lighturves/. It should benoted that we onsidered only the long adene data beause the short adeneones were with bigger satter.The photometri data for eah quarter and eah KID are alibrated forbias (dark level) and onverted to �uxes. They are available in two forms:"RAW" and "CORR".The light urves for all observed stars (proessed on a quarterly basis atNASA Ames Researh Center) are plaed in the arhive. Users of Kepler datamight work with both versions of the light urves. Partiularly, everyone mayuse de-trended data or make de-trending himself.During 2011 the web-based NASA Exoplanet Arhive ontained not onlystellar parameters (magnitudes, temperatures, et.) but also statistial pa-rameters of their light urves: "Light urve hi-squared", "Points in lighturve beyond 5 σ" and "Fration of points in light urve beyond 5 σ". Weused the values of these statistial parameters to searh for elipsing binaries



Parameters of 20 elipsing binaries from the Kepler database 83and managed to pik around thousand EB andidates. Unfortunately, theweb-based NASA Exoplanet Arhive does not ontain yet the foregoing sta-tistial parameters and the onsidered method for seletion of EB andidatesis not appliable.The next step was visual examination of our EB andidates. It revealedthat most of them are false positives and only around hundred are true EB.Besides the foregoing approah we made visual inspetion of all lighturves of one third of the Kepler data (until folder 0040 from the downloadedftp data).As a result of these two ways of detetion we found many andidates thatwere out of the published atalogs of Kepler elipsing binaries (Prsa' atalogversion 2.0).Further we heked if some of these andidates were known variables (tothe middle of May 2012). For this aim we used:(i) Lists of Planetary Candidates, False Positives and Elipsing Binariesfrom the site http://arhive.stsi.edu/kepler/results.html;(ii) The AAVSO database of variable stars (International Variable StarIndex);(iii) Databases SIMBAD and ADS.Several andidates turned out known variables and were removed fromour sample. Thus we made the �rst version of our list of EB andidates.In this paper we present part of the newly deteted elipsing stars satis-fying the additional ondition to have at least 3 elipses from di�erent type.During the visual inspetion of the light urves of the Kepler database weestablished that they need additional preliminary "manual" treatment beforedetailed analysis beause the maximum �uxes as well as the light amplitudesfor many stars di�er from one quarter (even subset) to another. Moreover, the"CORR" data are not always properly de-trended. That is why we deidedto use the RAW data of our targets and to make own normalization and de-trending of the data. For this aim the data from eah subset were reproduedby spline funtion and normalized separately.At the beginning of 2012 when the quarters Q3-Q6 beame free-aessedwe used the new data for more preise determination of the ephemeres of ourtargets.Finally we examined about possible mis-lassi�ation of our targets as aresult of ontamination of nearby known binary with the same period. Thise�et is due to the high star density near the galati plane and to the fatthat the Kepler pixels projet onto 4 arse on the sky. Thus, for instane,we found that the unknown variable star KID3098197 (deteted by us) andthe known EB star KID3098194 (Paper I) at distane 4 arse have the sameperiod and type of variability (Fig. 1). It is di�ult to say whih of thesestars is the true variable beause the ontamination depends on the relativemagnitude of the stars in question and their separation on the sky. As a resultof the examination for ontamination e�et (into area with radius 60 arsearound our andidates) several andidates as KID3098197 were exluded fromour list.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of ontamination e�et by the stars KID3098194 and KID30981972 Light urve modelingAs a result of our searhing method we found around 150 newly deteted EBfrom the Kepler database Q0-Q2. This paper presents 20 of them (Sample1) whih periods and light urves are well determined and allow detailedanalysis. Table 1 presents information for their oordinates and ephemereswhile Figure 2 shows the �elds around them with sizes 1 armin.Figures 3-6 exhibit the parts of the phased light urves around the elipses(the longer out-of-elipse parts are almost �at).Table 2 summarizes the parameters of the elipses (phase of the seondaryelipse ϕ2, durations di and amplitudes Ai of the two minima) as well as theorbit parameters e and ω determined by our modelling.The qualitative analysis of the light urves led to the following notes:(1) The seondary elipses of KID3102000 and KID6947666 are around10 times shallower than their primary minima.(2) The �at bottoms of the seondary elipses of KID3851949, KID6182849,KID6233483, KID6525209, KID7866921, KID8491745 imply oultations.(3) The light urve of the most targets exhibits di�erent duration of thetwo elipse minima and/or the seondary minimum is shifted from phase 0.5(Table 2). These are sure evidenes of eentri orbits (Table 2). The seletion



Parameters of 20 elipsing binaries from the Kepler database 85Table 1. Coordinates and ephemeres of the targets from Sample 1KID RA[2000℄ DEC[2000℄ BJD0 Period1995732 19h 04m 51.84s 37d 25m 30.86s 2455049.45692971 77.3630322307206 19h 29m 30.28s 37d 39m 26.86s 2455086.53717057 204.0306673102000 19h 09m 23.87s 38d 17m 09.74s 2454997.25556938 57.0592163428468 19h 06m 53.61s 38d 35m 44.38s 2455032.44996961 114.9086363851949 19h 27m 36.80s 38d 55m 33.10s 2454976.78185172 54.7769914247023 19h 07m 23.64s 39d 18m 17.78s 2455061.78039575 47.1895674659255 19h 32m 11.61s 39d 43m 31.26s 2455067.15120620 198.0140336182849 18h 52m 17.77s 41d 32m 27.17s 2454967.70080728 6.3991076233483 19h 56m 12.01s 41d 32m 14.82s 2454976.85610603 15.8735526312534 19h 55m 32.15s 41d 39m 43.49s 2454965.94158660 3.0155506525209 19h 30m 53.13s 41d 54m 17.71s 2455017.42871952 75.1319446933781 19h 06m 47.36s 42d 27m 04.18s 2455062.75755611 130.4195126947666 19h 26m 01.46s 42d 26m 53.20s 2455071.15247452 56.6870327021177 19h 10m 32.89s 42d 31m 50.95s 2455017.49723690 18.6453347132542 19h 43m 32.45s 42d 37m 18.77s 2455067.74039272 66.3609507620844 19h 42m 26.49s 43d 15m 37.51s 2455070.18823707 58.6215827866921 18h 39m 25.46s 43d 40m 04.44s 2455107.26924060 91.5008718044608 19h 47m 36.97s 43d 49m 26.00s 2455067.64037980 106.1758938491745 19h 22m 02.79s 44d 33m 21.67s 2455059.64770915 111.3204398552719 19h 15m 53.20s 44d 37m 28.31s 2455009.27199064 88.407500Table 2. Parameters of the elipses and the orbit of the targetsKID ϕ2 d1 d2 A1 A2 e ωdays days mag mag1995732 0.4165 0.4951 0.5415 0.1430 0.1040 0.14252 157.082307206 0.5071 0.7141 0.4897 0.7600 0.3410 0.17664 273.553102000 0.0790 0.3081 0.2970 0.0950 0.0045 0.73492 181.773428468 0.0787 0.3103 0.1724 0.3100 0.1800 0.77405 207.653851949 0.6425 1.5007 1.0187 0.0080 0.0020 0.29014 319.654247023 0.2891 0.4719 0.3303 0.6570 0.4920 0.37693 151.884659255 0.4599 0.4040 0.3723 0.1900 0.0450 0.07572 213.666182849 0.5000 0.2240 0.2150 0.5240 0.1388 0.01178 269.916233483 0.4813 0.3492 0.3175 0.0132 0.0047 0.05569 238.726312534 0.5000 0.1206 0.1206 0.0203 0.0087 0.00115 15.426525209 0.2176 0.8565 0.3757 0.1480 0.0399 0.58949 224.726933781 0.8044 0.1826 0.3391 0.0033 0.0014 0.56295 32.146947666 0.1260 0.2834 0.2834 0.0628 0.0019 0.63304 175.397021177 0.5543 0.1604 0.5482 0.7088 0.3385 0.57877 83.097132542 0.2632 0.8361 0.7831 0.6767 0.6277 0.38159 182.847620844 0.5416 0.3517 0.2579 0.3500 0.0892 0.18617 290.217866921 0.3814 0.7869 0.6497 0.0760 0.0430 0.22484 214.158044608 0.8510 0.4247 0.3716 0.2019 0.0283 0.58766 356.548491745 0.5973 0.9574 0.9462 0.0712 0.0158 0.15338 0.338552719 0.5000 0.7073 0.7073 0.0020 0.0000 0.00000 180.00
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Fig. 2. Fields around the targets (at the enters) with size 1 armine�et ould explain partially suh a result beause the eentri systems anbe identi�ed more surely. Another reason for the relative big number eentriorbits is the relative large orbital periods of the targets from our Sample 1.It is known that eentri orbits are not too infrequent among well-separatedsystems of long periods.The quantitative analysis of the targets was made by modeling of theirlight urves using the software PHOEBE (Prsa & Zwitter 2005), the valuesof the mean temperatures Tm from the Kepler Input Catalog (Batalha et al.2010) and the limb-darkening oe�ients derived by Sing (2009) espeiallyfor the Kepler wide, nonstandard response funtion and avoiding the majorde�ieny present at the limbs of the 1D stellar models.It is known that the modeling of eentri binaries requires muh timeand sometimes is very di�ult without any guessed input values of the �ttedparameters. That is why we alulated preliminary values of the eentriity
e and periastron angle ω by the analytial formulae of Kopal (1959). Theirusing as input parameters shortened onsiderably the modeling time. Anothertrik in this diretion was the averaging a large number of data points out ofthe elipses into phase bins.The �tting parameters of our proedure and their values derived as a resultof the light urve solutions are shown in Table 3 whih olumns are: meantemperature Tm; the ratio of the temperatures of the omponents T2/T1;orbital inlination i; photometri mass ratio q; relative radii r1 and r2; third
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Fig. 3. Elipses of KID1995732, KID2307206, KID3102000, KID3428468, KID3851949,KID4247023 and their �ts
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Fig. 4. Elipses of KID4659255, KID6182849, KID6233483, KID6312534, KID6525209,KID6933781 and their �ts
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Fig. 5. Elipses of KID6947666, KID7021177, KID7132542, KID7620844, KID7866921,KID8044608 and their �ts
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Fig. 6. Elipses of KID8491745, KID8552719 and their �tslight L3. The values of the rest �tting parameters (initial epoh BJD0, period
P ; eentriity e and periastron angle ω) are given in Tables 1-2. The �tsof the minima of some targets are not perfet and may be onsidered aspreliminary ones. The next publi data will be used for improving of thesemodels.3 Analysis and omments on the resultsThe analysis of the obtained parameters led to several important onlusions.(1) Almost all orbital inlinations, exluding the shortest-period targetKID6312534, are near 900 that is normal for long-period elipsing binaries.(2) The relative stellar radii are less than 0.07 that means that the systemsare well-detahed.(3) The temperatures of stellar omponents are in the range 3500-6000 K.The primaries are the hotter omponents. The temperatures of the seondariesare lower than those of the primaries with less 1500 K. The only exlusion isthe target KID8552719 whih seondary' temperature is of planetary' order.(4) The values of the photometri mass ratio q are in the range 0.20-1.83.It shoult be noted that the q values are preisely determined only for thetargets with total elipses.(5) Although the presene of eentri systems in our sample was ex-peted (Table 2) it was surprising to �nd 7 of the 20 targets to have e >0.5(the biggest value is e=0.77). It should be noted that the �nal values of theeentriity and periastron angle di�er from the preliminary ones by onlyseveral %.For omparison, the examination of 124 elipsing systems with eentriorbits in the Bulut & Demiran (2007)' atalog (ompiled from Hipparosatalog, the atlas of Kraimer Kim & Nha (2001) and the ninth atalog of



Parameters of 20 elipsing binaries from the Kepler database 91Table 3. Fundamental parameters of the binaries from Sample 1KID Tm T2/T1 i q r1 r2 L31995732 5163 0.959 89.1715 0.450 0.01902 0.00689 0.12642307206 5342 0.897 89.8847 0.787 0.00536 0.00514 0.00373102000 5718 0.683 89.9889 0.218 0.02003 0.00472 0.00003428468 4279 0.860 89.3941 1.830 0.00597 0.00506 0.00003851949 4981 0.840 88.8893 0.102 0.07074 0.00549 0.00004247023 5424 0.987 89.6098 1.003 0.01492 0.01459 0.00004659255 5153 0.784 89.6561 0.992 0.00425 0.00444 0.00006182849 5893 0.816 89.2096 1.254 0.06713 0.04041 0.00036233483 5942 0.808 86.8016 1.000 0.06943 0.00991 0.00006312534 4897 0.894 77.3068 0.300 0.01480 0.09830 0.13076525209 5207 0.851 89.5055 0.450 0.02113 0.00690 0.00006933781 5502 1.045 89.6300 1.000 0.00362 0.00579 0.98506947666 5777 0.629 88.8576 0.080 0.02041 0.00456 0.00007021177 5684 0.985 89.2692 1.000 0.02896 0.02442 0.00007132542 5389 0.989 89.5995 1.260 0.01929 0.02335 0.00007620844 5056 0.741 89.1450 1.000 0.01070 0.01265 0.00007866921 5019 0.904 89.0497 0.202 0.02444 0.00629 0.00008044608 5788 0.718 89.1088 0.350 0.01207 0.00666 0.00008491745 4839 0.837 89.4061 0.236 0.02405 0.00564 0.00008552719 5114 0.196 89.4149 0.038 0.02009 0.00080 0.0000spetrosopi binary orbits of Pourbaix et al. 2004) exhibits that 22 of themhave e >0.3 and only 2 binaries are with e >0.5.The examination of the Elipsing Binary with Eentri Orbits Catalog(Bulut & Demiran 2007) revealed that 22 targets have e > 0.3 and only 2of them are with e > 0.5. In fat, this atalog ontaining information for 124systems with eentri orbits, at present is the largest atalogue of eentribinaries ompiled from the literature inluding three large soures Hipparosatalogue, the atlas of Kreiner, Kim & Nha (2001) and the ninth atalogueof spetrosopi binary orbits (Pourbaix et al. 2004).The examination of the atalogs from PaperI and PaperII revealed that1376 are eentri systems: 7 with e > 0.6; 34 with e >0.5; 184 with e > 0.3;799 with e > 0.1 (the biggest value is e=0.64).It should be noted that the most eentri binary 41 Dra has a periodof 1247 d and e=0.97. The last value is determined by radial veloity urve(Tokovinin et al. 2003).The presented statistis exhibits the relative big frequeny of high-eentritargets in our Sample 1. We attributed this result mainly to the huge durationof uninterrupted observations made by Kepler.(6) Besides the elipses with orbital period of Porb=3.0156 d the targetKID6312534 exhibits a variability with amplitudes around 4.5 times smallerthan the depths of the primary elipses and a period of around P2=3.005days whih values slightly hange from one subset to another. It is reason-able to attribute the seond variability to spots and the period P2 to thestellar rotation. This means that KID6312534 is synhroneous system that isexpeted from its short orbital period. The small hanges of P2 may due to



92 D. Dimitrov, D. Kyurkhieva, V. Radevathe di�erential rotation of the spotted star. It should be noted that there areseveral data subsets in whih the spot variability laks at all. This fat maydue to some arti�ial e�et.After the submission of our manusript we were informed that KID6312534is a known elipsing binary whih light urve has been investigated by Cough-lin et al. (2011). The reason for the disrepany is that this target is presentin the Prsa' atalog version 1.0 but it is missing in the newer version 2.0 thatwe have heked.(7) The modeling of KID6933781 was possible only with huge value L3=0.98.This result implies that the modeled light variability does not belong to theobserved star but rather to a nearby star whih light enters into the aperturearound the observed target. The map of KID6933781 (Fig. 3) revealed en-tral bright star and faint star at distane of 10 arse or 2.5 pix. Taking intoaount that the aperture of the Kepler photometry is with radius 5-6 pix itis reasonable to suppose that the elipsing star in this ase is the faint star.(8) Besides the binary period of 18.6 days the system KID7021177 exhibitslight hanges with a period of P=6.355932 days (Fig. 7) whih light urvemeans possible rotational variability (aused by spots, et.).

Fig. 7. The additional (rotation) variability of KID7021177 and its folded urve(9) The depth of the primary elipse of KID8552719 is only 0.002 mag andthere is not any indiation of a seondary elipse (Fig. 6). Hene, this targetreveals behavior of an exoplanet andidate. The shape of the light minimumalso resembles transit event (not V-shape).



Parameters of 20 elipsing binaries from the Kepler database 934 The exoplanet andidate KID8552719The planet detetion passes through data validation (DV) and follow-up ob-servations (FOP). DV performs false-positive elimination from diagnostisthat an be pulled out of the Kepler data itself (Batalha et al. 2010), whilethe FOP relies on additional observations suh as moderate and high-preisionspetrosopi radial veloities.If the light urve solution of exoplanet andidate leads to radius < 2RJ it isassigned as a Kepler Objet of Interest (KOI). But only those andidates thatpass the DV tests are submitted to the follow-up observers for spetrosopivetting, on�rmation, and haraterization. Candidates with a ompanionradius larger than 2RJ are likely assoiated with late M dwarfs and are notonsidered as high-priority planetary andidates.The goal of the DV tests is to eliminate the false positives aused by eithergrazing or diluted elipsing binaries.

Fig. 8. Model of KID8552719 by our odeWe used our own ode (Kjurkhieva & Dimitrov, 2012) to model the lighturve of KID8552719. For this purpose we retrieved the star parameters fromthe Kepler Input Catalog: Ts=5114 K (Sp K0 V); Rs=0.822 R⊙; lg gs=4.56.



94 D. Dimitrov, D. Kyurkhieva, V. RadevaWe alulated the stellar mass Ms=0.94 M⊙ and searhed for transitsolution for the foregoing input parameters by �tting the ratios Rs/a andRp/Rs, orbital inlination i, limb-darkening oe�ient u, initial epoh T0 andperiod P . The obtained values are (Fig. 8): i=890.53; orbital radius a=42.58R⊙=0.19757 AU; planet radius Rp=0.0321 R⊙=0.315 RJ=0.9 RNept. Thus,KID8852719 turned out almost Neptune-sized objet and passed the �rstriterion for exoplanet andidate.The next riterion (Batalha et al. 2010) required modeling of the oddand even numbered transits independently. A signi�ant di�erene in theompanion radii (10 σ di�erene) for the odd and even transit implies thatthis system is likely a diluted EB at twie the orbital period. Our andidatedid not reveal onsiderable di�erene of the odd and even transits and passedthis riterion.A false positive an be identi�ed by the presene of seondary events atphase 0.5 with depth greater than 2σ. Our examination around phase 0.5did not reveal suh an event. In any ase, in order to esape ases similar toKID310200 and KID694766 (see Figs. 3 and 4) with shallow seondary eventsfar away from phase 0.5, we examined the whole light urve of KID8552719but did not �nd suh a seondary event. Hene, our andidate passed thistest as well.Assuming that the star and ompanion behave as blak bodies we es-timated the equilibrium temperature Teq of the seondary omponent ofKID8552719 by the formula (Batalha et al. 2012)
Teq = Ts(Rs/2a)

1/2[f(1−AB)]
1/4 (1)where AB is a Bond albedo and f is a proxy for atmospheri thermal iru-lation.Using the values AB=0.1 (for highly irradiated planets, Rowe et al. 2006)and f=1 for e�ient heat distribution to the nightside of the planet we ob-tained a rough estimate for the dayside temperature of the seondary Teq=489K. This value is near to that of dayside Merury and is suitable for a planet. Itshould be noted that it is higher than the temperature limit of the habitablezone of the host star.The next test for false positives is heking of possible shift of the pho-toenter just at the transit (Batalha et al. 2010). Evidenes of a diluted EB,i.e. false positive, are transit-like features in both row and olumn entroidresiduals whih are highly orrelated with the transit features in the �ux timeseries. In our ase there were not any shifts of the photoenter of KID8552719during the transits.Another diagnostis to on�rm the identity of the transiting (or elipsing)objet is to examine the spatial �ux distributions and to �nd if the out-of-transit photoenter is entered on the target star. For this test one shouldompare the out-of-transit image with the di�erene image. If their brightestpixels are di�erent then the event may be a false positive. The last step is tomake a time series analysis of the brightest pixels that on�rms whih is thesoure of the transit variability.The planetary andidate KID8552719 passed also all photoenter motiondiagnostis (the entroid time series, the di�erene image, and the pixel �ux



Parameters of 20 elipsing binaries from the Kepler database 95time series) and it may be inluded in the next version of the planetary an-didate atalog. We estimated that if the planet mass is near that of Neptune(as its radius) then the mass ratio of the system should be around 10000 andthe e�et on the radial veloity of the host star would be around 1 m/s.During the �nal stage of preparation of this manusript we found a paperof Huang, Bakos and Hartman, that has appeared in astro-ph.EP on May 292012 (Paper III). These authors reported new 16 planetary andidates basedon searhing for in the Q1-Q6 publi data. One of them is KID8552719.Huang, Bakos & Hartman (2012) used the formalism of Mandel & Agol(2002) and �tted the parameters Rp/Rs, the square of the impat parameter
b=a cos i/ Rs and the inverse of half duration ζ/Rs = 2/Tdur that is relatedto a/Rs and the impat parameter b.The omparison of our results with those of Paper III revealed that thevalues of the planetary radius oinide within 1 % while the values of the restgeometri parameters (orbital inlination and semi-major axis) di�er by 2 %.We attributed the last di�erenes to the di�erent methods of normalizationof the Kepler data.There is not any estimation of the planet temperature in Paper III.5 ConlusionApplying own searhing method for elipsing binaries to the publi Keplerdatabase Q0-Q2 we deteted andidates that were out of the published ata-logs of the Kepler elipsing stars.This paper presents the results of our light urve solutions of 20 newlydeteted elipsing binaries and the values of their orbital and fundamentalparameters. Most of them turned out binaries with high-eentri orbits. Con-sequently, they present appropriate targets for study of the apsidal motionand the internal struture of the omponent stars.Some of our disoveries have interesting peuliarities. We on�rmed theonlusion of Huang, Bakos & Hartman (2012) that KID8552719 satis�ed theriteria for a planetary andidate. The estimations of its physial parametersrevealed the Neptune-size objet out of the habitable zone of the host star.Hene, the softwares do are indispensable for an automati proessingand analysis of a huge data-sets of the spae missions as Kepler but the ob-tained results in this paper revealed that it is worth to examine suh data-sets"manually/visually" in order to ompensate the omission of some interestingobjets and events, available in the database but missed by the software. At�rst glane this time-onsuming work seems boring and requires patiene andattention. But it is a true pleasure to see the wonderful light urves of theKepler mission!AknowledgementsThis study is supported by funds of the projet DO 02-362 of the BulgarianMinistry of eduation and siene. It is partially supported by projets DO02-85 and DDVU 02/40-2010 of the Bulgarian National Siene Fund.
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